
Taking ‘simplicity’ to the next level.



For bosses who want more productive workspaces.

Really, it is this simple!



My sense for space.

For industrious individuals, the promise of 
simple uncluttered space is simply irresistible. 
SQ refreshes the search for more workspace 
in the most lucid of forms.  And, found it here 
– reliving the definition of ‘simplicity is always 
the core of the best ideas.’
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Light.  Smooth.  Universal .  Variable.



Smooth space connection for teaming worksurface.

Light and spaciously inviting, SQ evolves and grows to support the creation of team – setting 
with the most easy flow for smooth communications among co-workers and yet nestled within 
individualized privacy workarea. This formed the best solution for offices where space is a luxury.
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Teaming/Collaboration

Modern/Open

0.3

Semi-enclosed/Privacy

0.4

Modular/Revitalize

0.5

Shift shapes and re-shape.
Light lines and wide dimensions, SQ desks create open and inviting worksurface to spearhead work and ideas.
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0.9

0.7

Zealous about details

Never sacrifice functionality. 

SQ delivers fresh perspectives to the ever 
demanding and evolving work environment.

Creative clustering with SQ 90˚ or the lovable 
buterfly SQ 120˚.

Light rails and clips on a variety of accessories for 
organizaing working tools. You’ve got a photo? Pin 
here. And never forget an appointment anymore 
with the magnetic whiteboard at arm’s reach.



Shape space for collaborative worksurface.

SQ thrives in its universally adaptive nature. The rectilinear profile makes 
it easy to suit–in any interior layout and capture every inch of usable 
workplaces even in any smaller offices. A superb feature for bosses who 
are always looking for more workspace.
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Rectilinear lightness for more workarea.

The straight and light design enhances efficient use of space. Clustering of teams seems inviting without hesitation.
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Integrable & complementing.

Productivity rises with the best use of resources. The rectilinear profile 
allows diverse configurations with the smooth integration of various side 
lines and cabinets to optimize productive use of worksurfaces.
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Store, store and store for more worksurface.

SQ easily satisfices interior archictect’s demand for contemporary office 
layout. The  rectilinear frames and metal legs simply match and border with 
a wide range of storages of any shapes, sizes and finishes.
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